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Coffee House Press. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Grasshopper
King, Jordan Ellenberg, Chandler State University is the one thing keeping the dusty, Western town
of Chandler on the map. Now that its basketball program has fallen apart, CSU's only claim to fame
is its Gravinics Department, dedicated to the study of an obscure European country-its mythology,
its extraordinarily difficult language, and especially its bizarre star poet, Henderson. Having
discovered Henderson's poetry in a trash bin, Stanley Higgs becomes the foremost scholar of the
poet's work, accepts a position at Chandler State University, achieves international academic fame,
marries the Dean's daughter, and abruptly stops talking. With all of academia convinced that Higgs
is formulating a great truth, the university employs Orwellian techniques to record Higgs's every
potential utterance and to save its reputation. A feckless Gravinics language student, Samuel
Grapearbor, together with his long-suffering girlfriend Julia, is hired to monitor Higgs during the
day. Over endless games of checkers and shared sandwiches, a uniquely silent friendship develops.
As one man struggles to grow up and the other grows old, The Grasshopper King, in all of his glory,
emerges.In this debut novel about treachery, death, academia, marriage, mythology,...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is the best work by any author. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my
dad and i advised this pdf to find out.
-- Nelson Zemlak-- Nelson Zemlak

Extremely helpful to all category of individuals. I have got go through and that i am confident that i will likely to read through once again again later on.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nikita Herzog-- Nikita Herzog
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